
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA : Criminal No.: 07-247 (RBW)
:
:

v. : Sentencing: February 1, 2008
:
:

DANA E. MARSHALL, :
:

Defendant. :

GOVERNMENT’S MEMORANDUM IN AID OF SENTENCING

The United States of America, by and through its counsel, the United States Attorney for

the District of Columbia, hereby submits this memorandum in aid of sentencing of defendant

Dana E. Marshall.  As will be discussed below in more detail, the government submits that

twelve (12) months’ incarceration is the appropriate sentence in this case.  

I. INTRODUCTION

As a correctional officer at the D.C. Jail, defendant Dana E. Marshall occupied a position

of trust within the District of Columbia Government, specifically in the District of Columbia

Department of Corrections.  Dana Marshall knew from his years of training and experience as a

correctional officer that inmates were prohibited from possessing certain items within the D.C.

Jail, among them cash, cigarettes, cellphones and illegal drugs.  Despite this, Mr. Marshall

sought to enrich himself by, in violation of his official duty as a correctional officer, accepting

bribes to smuggle these items of contraband into inmates in the D.C. Jail.  His actions breached

the public trust vested in him as a correctional officer, undermined the criminal justice system,

and created a dangerous environment within, and potentially outside of,  the D.C. Jail. 

Accordingly, a sentence of twelve (12) months’ incarceration is appropriate in this case.
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  At the plea hearing before this Court on November 9, 2007, the following exchange1

took place:

THE COURT: What did you do?

THE DEFENDANT: Your Honor, if they are saying cigarettes, yes.  If they said the
money that I accepted from her when I met her, that’s correct.  But if they are saying that I
brought drugs into that institution, or weapons, it’s not true, your Honor.

(Transcript of proceedings on November 9, 2007 (hereinafter “Tr.”) at 37).

2

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The basic framework of the scheme to accept bribes in return for smuggling contraband

into inmates in the D.C. Jail is set forth in the statement of facts, which the defendant

acknowledges, and which the government incorporates by reference herein.  Mr. Marshall,

however, seeks to minimize the gravity of his conduct by denying that he brought controlled

substances into the D.C. Jail.   In the plea agreement between the government and Mr. Marshall,1

the parties agreed to disagree on the factual issue of whether Mr. Marshall smuggled controlled

substances into the D.C. Jail.  While not an element of the charged offense, conspiring to accept

bribes in exchange for bringing drugs into the D.C. Jail is arguably more serious misconduct that

conspiring to accept bribes in exchange for smuggling cigarettes and cash to inmates.  The

evidence that Mr. Marshall did bring controlled substances into the D.C. Jail and distributed

those controlled substances is substantial.  

In late 2006, agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) began investigating

allegations of correctional officers smuggling contraband, including cigarettes and controlled

substances, into inmates incarcerated in  the D.C. Jail.  A number of inmates were interviewed
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who provided background information to the FBI on how and by whom contraband items were

being introduced into the D.C. Jail.  Dana Marshall’s name surfaced as a source of contraband,

including controlled substances.  Based on this information, an investigative plan was devised

and a number of inmates were enlisted as cooperating witnesses.  

A. Controlled substances recovered in the D.C. Jail

During the time of the investigation, controlled substances and cigarettes, as well as other

contraband items, were readily available in the D.C. Jail.  On at least two occasions during the

investigation, controlled substances were recovered inside of the D.C. Jail either in areas within

Mr. Marshall’s control or under circumstances that raised suspicion with regard to Mr. Marshall. 

For example, on April 15, 2007, Mr. Marshall was delivering juice to the Southwest Two

(“SW2") unit of the jail at approximately 5:00 a.m.  Mr. Marshall had three inmates assigned to

the culinary detail with him at that time.  Another correctional officer noticed that the inmates

seemed overly eager to get to the juice container.  The other correctional officer, along with Mr.

Marshall, searched the juice container and discovered a plastic bag, which was turned over to the

command center.  The bag contained twelve packs of Newport cigarettes, a ziplock sandwich bag

that indicated that it contained five packs of cigarettes, and another sandwich bad that was tightly

packed with what appeared to be marijuana.  The bag with the suspected marijuana was inside of

another bag with the name “Caldwell” written on the bag.  Officials determined that there was

one inmate in unit SW2 named Caldwell.  As a result of this incident, Caldwell was transferred

to unit South One (“SO1").  

On August 1, 2007, correctional officers discovered a package wrapped in gray tape in a

crate containing ice, water and cartons of milk.  Investigation revealed that Dana Marshall and
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the culinary detail had delivered the food cart that contained this crate and the package.  The

package had the name “Pooh Head” written on the gray tape, which is believed to be the

nickname of the inmate who was to receive the package.  Inside of the package was a ziplock bag

with a green leafy substance inside, three packs of Tops rolling papers, 1 lighter, a ziplock bag

with 10 pink pills inside and a bottle of oil. 

B. Contraband items in Dana Marshall’s locker

On August 21, 2007, a correctional officer along with a K-9 dog trained to detect drugs

were inspecting lockers in the culinary area of the D.C. Jail.  The dog alerted on locker number 1

in room B-7, a locker assigned to Corporal Dana Marshall.  Officers cut the lock off of the locker

and inside found a ballistic bulletproof panel for a bulletproof vest.  A check of the serial number

on the ballistic bulletproof panel showed that it was assigned to Dana Marshall.  No controlled

substances were found, but officers found the following items in the locker:   two toothbrushes,

two sandwich bags containing an orange powdery substance believed to be the drink Tang, two

Degree brand deodorant sticks, one plastic bottle containing a fragrant brown oil, and two items

wrapped in gray duct tape.  One duct taped package contained a cellphone and charger, while the

other contained four batteries and a battery charger.  See Attachments A and B.  Mr. Marshall

was interviewed and, while admitting that he recalled having removed his front soft body armor

from his vest about three weeks prior and placing it in the locker, he denied that any of the items

of contraband found in the locker belonged to him or that he ever placed a padlock on the locker. 

In contrast, two other correctional officers were interviewed who stated that Marshall routinely

used that locker and on occasion was observed unlocking the padlock on the locker.
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 In a recorded telephone conversation with the UCE on August 24, 2007, after Mr.2

Marshall was suspended following the search of his locker, Marshall denied to the UCE that he
brought drugs into the jail.

5

C. Co-conspirator admits that she delivered controlled substances to

Marshall

A co-conspirator in this case, Sheri F. Adams, readily admitted to this Court during her

guilty plea hearing that she delivered cash, cellphones and controlled substances to Mr. Marshall

for delivery to inmates in the D.C. Jail.  See United States v. Sheri F. Adams, Criminal Case No.

07-238 (RBW), Statement of Offense at paragraph 5.  In fact, Ms. Adams admitted that “[e]very

delivery from ADAMS to MARSHALL included cash, and most deliveries contained controlled

substances, which was referred to as “candy” during the conspiracy”  Id.  On July 24, 2007, in a

recorded telephone conversation with an undercover employee (UCE) of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, Adams explained to the UCE what “candy” was and the pricing structure of the

conspiracy.  The following is an excerpt of that conversation :2

UCE: And other stuff that I get, anything I can get you can get it in there, right?

Adams:  Mm hmm.

UCE: Dag, you good.  I need to work with you some more.

[Laughter]

UCE: What, now what is it, does, does the price go up or is it, is it the same for
everything pretty much?

Adams: Um, candy $200, cigarettes, a carton $200, and a cell phone’s $250.

UCE: I  missed the first part of it, you said something, what is the first thing you said?

Adams: Candy is 200 and uh...
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UCE: Candy?!  Candy is 200?

Adams: Mm hmm.

UCE: Candy is two hundred dollars?

Adams: No.  Candy is another form for, you know, something else but I don’t call it that, I
don’t talk over the phone like that.

UCE: Oh, oh, okay.  I’m,  I’m a little slow. 

Adams: Oh, okay.

UCE: Oh you can get that up in there too?

Adams: [Indiscernible]

UCE: What?  I’m talking about Snicker’s bars, M&Ms [laughter]

Adams: Oh no, I’m ain’t talking about that....

UCE: I was gonna say...

Adams: but that’s exactly what...

UCE: Right, I got ya, I got ya.  I’m a little slow.  I didn’t, I didn’t, I didn’t know you
could can get that up in there.  But I guess you got the right connections.

Adams:  Right.

UCE: You can get anything up in there right, huh?

Adams: Mmm hmm.

UCE: Sweet.  Okay.  So you said candy is 200 and what now?

Adams: Cellphone’s 250 and the carton 200.

UCE: Okay.  Okay.  Alright, well look here.  I’m  gonna, umm, we will just start with
the cigarettes, but I’ll probably... What time of day you want to meet?  When you
want to meet?

Adams: It doesn’t matter to me, any day you want to I can meet.
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 The initials on each package refer to an inmate, and the other designation is the3

cellblock.  For example, “FO” and “NE1" refers to inmate George Foreman in block Northeast 1
of the D.C. Jail.
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UCE: Okay.  Alright.  Any day, any time.  Look at you, you running the business big
time, ain’t you?

Adams: I ain’t running nothin, I’m just, I’m just the pickup. [laughter]

UCE: You’re just the pickup?

Adams: Mmm hmm.

D. Search warrant at Marshall residence

Mr. Marshall was arrested pursuant to an arrest warrant on August 28, 2007, at XXXXX

XXX XXXX XXXX, XXXXXXXX, Virginia, which is a house owned by Mr. Marshall’s wife. 

A search warrant was also executed at that address at the same time.  Among the items recovered

during the execution of the search warrant were suspected controlled substances packaged and

labeled for smuggling into the D.C. Jail, and a variety of papers on which were recorded orders

for contraband to be brought to the jail.  Multiple packs of Newport cigarettes were recovered,

see Attachment C, as well as other contraband packaged and labeled for smuggling into the D.C.

Jail .  See Attachments D and E.  As to the items depicted in Attachment D, the following3

contraband was recovered:

1) inside the package labeled “T” and “SW1", a green weed substance suspected to be

marijuana, three Bic lighters, and one pack of e-z wider rolling papers; see Attachment F;

2) inside the package labeled “JJ” and “SW3", a green weed substance suspected to be

marijuana; see Attachment G;

3) inside the package labeled “FO” and “NE1", a cellphone and charger; see Attachment
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H; and

4) inside the package labeled “G” and “NE1", a cellphone, charger and headset; see

Attachment I;

As to the items depicted in Attachment E, labeled “Pinball” and “SW2", the following

contraband items were recovered:

1) a green weed substance suspected to be marijuana in clear plastic, and 10 individual

blue ziplock bags each containing a green weed substance suspected to be marijuana; see

Attachment J;

2) “Backwoods” cigars and a Bic lighter; see Attachments K and L; and

3)  a green weed substance suspected to be marijuana, and two bags of suspected ecstacy

pills; see Attachment M.

The writings recovered from Mr. Marshall at the residence during the search warrant are

instructive both in terms of the volume of business he conducted and the variety of contraband he

distributed to inmates in the D.C. Jail.  For example, in Attachment N, pages DM-00001 through

DM-00068, there are no less than thirty-five (35) reference to “candy”, the slang used for drugs

during the conspiracy.  There are more than forty (40) individual inmates referenced on these

pages.  Conservatively, there are references to more than 890 packs of cigarettes.  There are

approximately seventeen (17) references to “cell” or “cellphone”.  Some of the highlights of

these pages are as follows:

!  Page DM-00001 refers to “pick up[s]” from “Sharron”, “Shorty”, “Sheri” and

“G”.  Sheri is believed to be defendant Sheri F. Adams.   This suggests that Mr.

Marshall was working with more than one co-conspirator.   The word  “candy” is
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written three times on this page;

! Page DM-00003 sets forth a price list: Cellphone $125, Carton $225 and Candy 

$125.  On the same page is the word “Pinball”, which is believed to be an

inmate’s nickname and is the same name seen on the contraband shown in

Attachments E, J, K, L and M;

! Pages DM-00025 and DM-00037 both refer to “Pinball” and “candy”.  Note the

similarities between the order for Pinball on page DM-00037 and the photographs

from the search warrant depicted in Attachments E, J, K, L and M;

! Page DM-00025 makes reference to Caldwell and SW2.  In the April 15, 2007

incident at the jail, described above, Mr. Marshall and three culinary detail

inmates brought a juice container to Unit SW2 that was discovered to have a bag

of suspected marijuana inside labeled “Caldwell”.

! Page DM-00047 again makes reference to Caldwell, this time in SO1.  This page

notes “2 Candy” and “Tray”, indicating that Caldwell has two orders of “candy”

that are to be delivered on a tray.  After the April 15, 2007 incident, Caldwell was

transferred from Unit SW2 to SO1.

! Page DM-00033, which is an extensive order list and seems to bear a relationship

to the items found in the search of Dana Marshall’s locker.  In the search of that

locker, no drugs were found, which is consistent with the checkmarks placed next

to the two orders for “candy” on page DM-00033, suggesting that those deliveries

were made. There is an order for a “cell” for Robinson in SE-3.  In Marshall’s

locker was a cellphone wrapped in black tape and  marked “Robinson” and “SE3". 
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 Actual candy was available for purchase by inmates at the Canteen in the D.C. Jail.  See4

Attachment O, page 2 (list of items for sale at the Canteen in the D.C. Jail).  Among the candy
offered for sale are Snickers and 3 Musketeers candy bars, and six other types of candy.  A 65
cent Snickers bar available for purchase legally at the Canteen would hardly command hundreds
of dollars in bribe money to smuggle into the jail illegally.
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See Attachment A.  There is an order for “Bam” for a variety of items, including 2

deoderants [sic], 2 Tang, 2 toothbrushes and 2 cells, 1 charger.  Found in

Marshall’s locker were two deodorants marked “B”, two plastic bags of an orange

powdery substance believed to be Tang with a “B” written on the bag, two

toothbrushes, and a battery charger with batteries wrapped in tape and labeled “B

2".  See Attachment B.  Page DM-00049 indicates that “B1s B2s Are Bams All of

Them”.

! Page DM-00017, on the top half of the page there are a number of entries,

including one for Spencar for candy, that are crossed out and the word “DONE” is

written next to these entries.

! Page DM-00018, which suggest completed deliveries of “candy” or controlled

substances.  There are two entries, one for Wilkerson in SE1 and one for Forman

[sic] in NO1 that state “Candy owe”, each with an “x” next to it, and each crossed

out. 

! Page DM-00010 shows the same type of entry.  “Chad 10 pack Candy” is written,

it is crossed out, and the word “Done” appears next to the entry, suggesting that

10 packs [of cigarettes] and the drugs had been distributed.

! Again on page DM-00014, an entry for Chadd that includes candy is crossed out

and checked off, as is an entry for Spencer that includes candy.4
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! There are multiple entries that note the method of delivery.  Given that Mr.

Marshall was in charge of the Culinary Detail inmates, these methods of delivery

noted make perfect sense.  For example on page DM-00028, “Juice” and “Trash”

are noted; on page DM-00029, “juice container” and  “D Robinson tray” are

noted; on page DM-00047, “Bag”, “Milk” (3 times), “Tray” and “Hand” are all

noted.   As set forth above, the April 15, 2007 incident in which suspected

marijuana was recovered involved the use of the juice container to smuggle the

drugs to the designated inmate.  The August 1, 2007 incident involved controlled

substances on the culinary cart, wrapped in tape, labeled, and concealed in the

milk crate.

In sum, Mr. Marshall’s claim that he did not bring drugs into the D.C. Jail is belied by the

evidence and is nothing more than a defendant minimizing his conduct hoping for a more lenient

sentence.  To the extent that the defendant is seeking a sentence below the twelve month sentence

the government has agreed to ask for, the court should reject that request summarily.

III. UNITED STATES SENTENCING GUIDELINES

In the plea agreement, the parties agreed that the sentence in this case will be determined

by the Court, pursuant to the factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a), including a consideration of

the guidelines and policies promulgated by the United States Sentencing Commission,

Guidelines Manual (2006)(“U.S.S.G.”).  Pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure

11(c)(1)(B), and to assist the Court in determining the appropriate sentence, the parties stipulated

to the following: 
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A. Offense Level under the Guidelines

The applicable Guidelines are § 2X1.1 (Conspiracy) and 2C1.1 (Bribery).  The following

is a correct calculation of all relevant Sentencing Guidelines factors:

2C1.1 (a)(1) Base Offense Level 14

(defendant is public official)

(b)(1) Specific Offense Characteristics

                                   (More than one bribe)     2

TOTAL 16

No other specific offense characteristics or cross-references apply.  

B. Acceptance of Responsibility: 3-point reduction

  The government agreed, assuming the defendant clearly demonstrates acceptance of

responsibility, to the satisfaction of the Government, through the defendant’s allocution and

subsequent conduct prior to the imposition of sentence, that a 2-level reduction would be

appropriate, pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3E1.1(a).  Furthermore, the Government agreed that,

assuming the defendant has accepted responsibility as described in the previous sentence, an

additional 1-level reduction would be appropriate, pursuant to § 3E1.1(b), U.S.S.G., because the

defendant has assisted authorities by providing  timely notice of his intention to enter a plea of

guilty, thereby permitting the Government to avoid preparing for trial and permitting the Court to

allocate its resources efficiently.

In accordance with the above, the parties agreed that the applicable Guidelines Offense

Level is 13.
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C.  Criminal History Category

Based upon the information now available to the government (including representations

by the defense), it is our belief that the defendant has no prior criminal convictions.  Thus, the

defendant’s Criminal History Category is I.

D. Applicable Guideline Range

 Based upon the calculations set forth above, the parties agreed to a stipulated Sentencing

Guidelines range of twelve to eighteen months (the “Stipulated Guidelines Range”).  In addition,

the parties agreed that should the Court impose a fine, at Guidelines level 13, pursuant to

U.S.S.G. § 5E1.2 , the applicable fine range is $3,000 to $30,000.

E. Sentencing Allocution

The parties agreed that the defendant may seek a sentence outside of the Stipulated

Guidelines Range and he may suggest that the Court consider a sentence outside of the Stipulated

Guidelines Range, based upon the factors to be considered in imposing a sentence pursuant to

Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(a).   The agreement states that the defendant

understands that the Government will oppose a sentence which is outside of the Stipulated

Guidelines Range.

IV.  RECOMMENDATIONS

The government submits that, considering the nature and circumstances of the offense,

and taking into account the history and characteristics of the defendant,  a sentence in the

Stipulated Guidelines Range, specifically a sentence of twelve months’ incarceration, is a

reasonable and appropriate sentence in this case.   This period of incarceration is necessary to

promote respect for the law, to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to afford adequate
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deterrence to such criminal conduct in the future and as just punishment for the offense.  Here,

the object of the bribery scheme was two-fold:  the payments served to enrich Mr. Marshall and

his co-conspirator, and the payments were made to facilitate the commission of other criminal

offenses, including distribution of controlled substances and providing other contraband to

inmates.  Smuggling cash and cigarettes into the D.C. Jail, along with a variety of other items

that would be legal outside of a jail setting, undermines the functioning of the facility, creates an

underground “black market” inside the facility, violates the established rules of the Jail and is a

violation of Mr. Marshall’s official duties as a Correctional Officer.  As this Court stated to Mr.

Marshall at the conclusion of the plea hearing:

I am always really troubled by this type of behavior because it breaches the public trust
that was given to you when you were given that position.  We put people in jail and
prisons for a reason, and one of those reasons is to deprive them of some of the things
that they would like to have so that they get punished, with the hope that maybe that will
turn their life around.  And when people breach that trust and make things available to
inmates that they shouldn’t have, you are undermining the entire process, and I am very
troubled by that.

(Tr. at 51-52).

Providing cellphones to inmates creates a potential public safety problem.  Non-legal

calls made by inmates from inside the D.C. Jail are recorded.  This, in part, serves as a deterrent

to an inmate committing or orchestrating criminal acts from inside the D.C. Jail, among which

are obstruction of justice by either directly or through others engaging in witness intimidation,

and engaging in narcotics activity.  By providing cellphones to inmates, Mr. Marshall

undermined the deterrent effect gained by the recorded telephone lines available to inmates for

non-legal calls and potentially facilitated other criminal conduct. 

Finally, by providing controlled substances to inmates, Mr. Marshall created a potentially
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dangerous and volatile situation within the D.C. Jail.  Providing drugs to violent individuals

housed in crowded conditions is akin to dropping a match on a powder keg.  Doing so is not only

irresponsible and illegal, it is a violation of the public trust given to Mr. Marshall.  The Criminal

Justice system, as well as the community, expects that the rampant drug usage and dealing that

some criminal defendants partake in on the street will cease upon their incarceration.  Mr.

Marshall’s actions not only undermine the criminal justice system but also erode the public’s

confidence in the system.  

V.  CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, the government submits that a twelve-month period of

incarceration is the appropriate sentence in this case.

WHEREFORE, the government respectfully requests that the Court impose a sentence of

twelve-months’ incarceration.

Respectfully submitted,

JEFFREY A. TAYLOR
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

By:                             /s/                                   
THOMAS J. HIBARGER
Assistant United States Attorney
Bar Number 413224
United States Attorney’s Office
555 4  Street, N.W., Room 5237th

Washington, D.C.  20530
(202) 514-7385
Thomas.J.Hibarger@usdoj.gov
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a copy of the foregoing by electronic mail on counsel
for defendant, Elise  Haldane, Esq., on this 24th day of January, 2008.

                            /s/                                         
Thomas J.  Hibarger
Assistant United States Attorney
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